Results obtained several years ago using the high-resolution 93.3 keV Mössbauer resonance in 67 ZnO and β ′ -brass have been reanalyzed with the notion that the clock hypothesis of Special Relativity Theory is not sufficient, but that a maximal acceleration am exists and that an acceleration a contributes to the temperature dependence of the center shift by a term −(1/2)(a/am) 2 . For both substances a lower limit of am > 5 · 10 21 m/s 2 is inferred which is more than two orders of magnitude larger than the value am = 1 · 10 19 m/s 2 suggested by 57 Fe rotor experiments.
Introduction

Clock hypothesis
In a Mössbauer experiment [1] where source (S) and absorber (A) are chemically identical but kept at different temperatures T S and T A , respectively, the emission and absorption lines of the Mössbauer γ transition will not have the same energy (frequency). This energy difference is temperature dependent and is caused by a relativistic effect. In a lattice, a nucleus emitting γ radiation behaves like a moving clock which exhibits a time dilatation, i.e., a reduction in frequency ω. According to Special Theory of Relativity (STR) [2] , [3] we have
thus
resulting in a frequency reduction ∆ω of
where v is the velocity of the moving clock and c is the speed of light in vacuum. This frequency shift is called second-order Doppler shift (SOD), because ∆ω ∝ (v/c) 2 . For a Mössbauer atom which is vibrating around its equilibrium position in a lattice, v 2 is replaced by the mean-square velocity < v 2 >. From equipartition of energy it is estimated that nuclei in a lattice have typical rms velocities of √ < v 2 > ≈ 3 · 10 2 m/s at room temperature.
Assuming a typical Debye frequency of ω D = 10
13
Hz, the rms acceleration of the nuclei is calculated as √ < a 2 > = ω √ < v 2 > ≈ 10 15 m/s 2 . Although such accelerations in a lattice are very large, the 'clock hypothesis' [2] , [3] , [4] promoted by A. Einstein in the STR asserts they should have no influence on the frequency (energy) of the Mössbauer transition. In addition, according to the STR, all velocities v that are allowed relativistically are limited by the condition v ≤ c. However, there is no limit on the magnitude of acceleration.
Maximal Acceleration
The posssible existence of a maximal acceleration a m for massive objects was proposed more than 30 years ago [5] . Based on arguments given in an early paper by Sakharov [6] that a maximal temperature of thermal radiation should exist, in Ref. [7] a maximal acceleration
was suggested. A similar value can be estimated by defining a "Planck acceleration" c 2 /l P , where l P ≈ 10 −35 m is the Planck length. The applications and possible consequences of a m cover a huge range of physics, extending from the Lamb shift of hydrogen, deuterium and He + [8] , violation of Einstein's equivalence principle in connection with neutrino oscillations [9] , [10] , [11] to radiation bursts from particles in the field of Compact Impenetrable Astrophysical Objects (CIAOs) [12] in relation to black holes. A new dynamics has been introduced in Ref. [13] which extends relativistic dynamics in such a way that a velocity is bound by c and -in additionan acceleration is bound by a m [14] , where c and a m are universal constants.
Also the results of Mössbauer experiments can be affected if a maximal acceleration exists. This is the subject of the following section.
Mössbauer spectroscopy: Experiments with high-speed centrifuges using the 14.4keV resonance in 57 F e
Several Mössbauer experiments were performed with rotors rapidly spinning around a vertical axis, a highly advanced measurement has been reported in Ref. [15] .
Various geometrical arrangements [16] have been used: the source being fixed at a certain distance R S from the center (R S = 0, rotational axis) while the absorber is placed at at distance R A , e.g., along the rotor's periphery. The detectors for the Mössbauer radiation are stationary located either outside of the rotor or along its vertical axis. With respect to an observer in the laboratory frame, both source and absorber are moving with velocities u S and u A , respectively. If the resonance condition is met, one obtains
where ν S and ν A are the resonance frequencies of the Mössbauer γ ray as seen in the rest frames of the source (S) and absorber (A), R A and R S the radii of the source and absorber orbits, respectively, Ω is the angular velocity of the rotor. If R A > R S , the frequency which the absorber receives from the source is increased, i.e., clocks on a rotating disk run the more slowly, the larger the radius R. If R S = 0, the frequency ν S of the source has to be decreased in order to excite the resonance in the absorber. The relative energy shift is
where b is a constant to be determined experimentally. According to SRT, b = 1.
The technically most sophisticated experiment has been reported in Ref. [15] where a rotor with a radius of 0.093 m was used. The result of this experiment was b = 1.0065±0.0110, in perfect agreement with SRT. However, in Ref. [17] it has been suggested that an error in the data evaluation of Ref. [15] occurred and that the value for b should be recalculated to give the corrected result, b cor = 1.19 ± 0.03, which substantially disagrees with SRT. The same experimenters repeated a similar experiment [18] and found b = 1.32 ± 0.06, again in serious disagreement with SRT.
From theoretical side, a "new relativistic kinematics of accelerated systems" was developed in Refs. [19] , [13] , [20] , [14] with the result that in a rotor experiment where the acceleration and the direction of the Mössbauer radiation are along the radius of the disk (longitudinal acceleration), the relative energy shift is determined by the SOD shift plus an additional term due to the acceleration a:
where a m is the maximal acceleration. Then, for the rotor experiment we have
and
Using b = b cor = 1.19 ± 0.03 one obtains from eq. (10):
This value for a m is drastically reduced compared to that estimated in eq. (4).
The acceleration reached in the experiment [15] was
−13 , assuming that the analysis given in [17] is correct. Thus both contributions to eq. (8) are significant and of comparable size if a m is given by eq. (11).
Re-evaluation of
67 Zn Mössbauer Results
High-resolution spectroscopy and maximal acceleration
The 93.31 keV transition in 67 Zn has been very attractive due to its extremely high resolution for determining small changes in the γ-ray energy. The minimal observable linewidth (FWHM) is 2Γ 0 = 9.6 · 10 −11 eV = 0.31µm/s ≈ 23.4 · 10 3 Hz. A relative energy resolution of ∼ 10 −18 has been reached. This resonance has been used for precision measurements of lattice-dynamic effects [16] , [21] .
Rotor experiments are characterized by a uniform acceleration between source and absorber. The acceleration a of an atom in a lattice, however, is not uniform, in fact the average acceleration < a >= 0. In analogy to the second-order Doppler shift (−v 2 /(2c 2 )) we modify eq. (8) to contain the quadratic term of the expansion, i.e., the quadratic term of the acceleration:
In the following we will consider data of earlier temperature-shift measurements of 67 ZnO and β ′ -brass to derive lower limits for the maximal acceleration a m .
In Mössbauer spectroscopy the temperature dependence of the second-order Doppler shift (−v 2 /(2c 2 ) between source and absorber -within the Debye model -is given by [22] (
where u SOD is the Doppler velocity in a Mössbauer experiment; T S , T A , and θ S , θ S are the temperature and Debye temperature θ of source S and absorber A, respectively, M is the mass of the Mössbauer nucleus, and k B is the Boltzmann constant. The Debye integral f (T /θ) is given by
If source and absorber are made of the same material, θ A = θ B , and only the temperature dependent term is important. In addition, if T S ≪ T A , only the term characterizing the absorber survives:
Measurements on
67 ZnO
The temperature dependence of lattice-dynamical effects of ZnO single crystals has been investigated between 4.2K and 77.3K [23] . Here only the center shift S C will be discussed. The temperature variation can be written:
The first term describes the second-order Doppler shift (SOD), the second term, S ET , the explicit temperature dependence of the isomer shift due to changes of the electron density at the 67 Zn nucleus. The third term, S V , represents the volume dependence of the isomer shift and was found to be negligibly small [23] . S SOD was derived from specific-heat data. S ET was found to be surprisingly large, in fact comparable to S SOD . S ET shows a T 4 -dependence and was found to be relevant already at cryogenic temperatures. It was interpreted as a dynamical charge transfer of a fraction of a 4s-electron from zinc to the neighboring oxygen atoms [23] . However, in a muon-spin rotation (µSR) experiment performed later, no evidence for such a charge transfer could be seen [24] . Thus the question arises if the observed shift (i.e., a reduction of the γ-transition frequency) can be explained by the notion of a maximal acceleration a m when the acceleration a temp of the atom is changed due to temperature.
According to eq.(12) we have
To estimate a m we assume that the Debye model is valid and
whereh is the Planck constant divided by (2π). Using eq. (15) we obtain for the second term in eq. (17):
where u acc is the Doppler velocity in a Mössbauer experiment when acceleration is increased due to temperature.
According to the experiments described in [23] the source temperature was increased to 77.3K, the absorber temperature was kept below 12K. At 77.3K the secondorder Doppler shift was S SOD = (5.51 ± 0.10)µm/s, and S ET = −(3.5 ± 0.3)µm/s; the latter we want to attribute to the term a (20) where the errors for a m only include the errors of (u acc /c). These values for a m are three orders of magnitude larger than the value of 1 · 10 19 m/s 2 derived from the rotor experiments [17] , [18] , [19] . At low temperatures
3 and (u acc /c) exhibits a (T A ) 4 -behaviour (see eq. (19)), in full agreement with the results of Ref. [23] .
Measurements on β ′ -brass
In a similar experiment as for 67 ZnO, lattice dynamical effects have also been investigated for Cu-67 Zn alloys, in particular for β ′ -brass [25] . Below ∼ 725K, β ′ -brass crystallizes with CsCl structure, where each Zn atom has eight neighboring Cu atoms. This structure is cubic. As a consequence, the Mössbauer spectrum depicts a single narrow Lorentzian line. As described in [25] , Mössbauer spectra were recorded with the β ′ -brass absorber heated to various temperatures between 4.2K and 60.0K. For β ′ -brass, the phonon frequency distributions have been derived many year ago via phonon dispersion relations obtained from inelastic neutron scattering data [26] . On the basis of these neutron data, good agreement was established with the Mössbauer results, both concerning the temperature dependencies of the Lamb-Mössbauer factor and of the second-order Doppler shift. However, a small shift of −(0.12 ± 0.02)µm/s remained unexplained. If we attribute this shift to the effect of a maximal acceleration we get (using eqs. (17) to (19) with T A = 60K and θ β ′ −brass A ≈ 250K): a m = (7.1 ± 1.2) · 10 22 m/s 2 , which is much less accurate but still similar to the values of a m derived above from the 67 ZnO data. In addition, this value is less reliable because β ′ -brass -in contrast to 67 ZnOexhibits a non-negligible explicit temperature-dependent isomer shift due to lattice expansion at 60K. This additional shift is difficult to estimate with high precision [27] .
Error considerations
Debye model. ZnO crystallizes with hcp structure and one might dispute if the Debye model is sufficient. In eq. (15) (12) and eq. (17) has to be negative. Only then it can explain the additional shifts observed for 67 ZnO and β ′ -brass when the temperature is increased.
Another question which might arise when using the Debye model in connection with the notion of a universal maximal acceleration concerns the motion of a harmonic oscillator in extended relativistic dynamics. As shown in Ref. [28] , for small oscillation frequencies ω the oscillator behaves classically, for large ω the spectrum is similar to the energy spectrum of a quantum harmonic oscillator. Turning to [28] , deviations from the classical behaviour start to become noticeable for ω > ∼ 7·10 14 s −1 which, however, is about 20 times higher than the Debye frequency of ZnO (ω D ≈ 3.6 · 10 13 s −1 for θ D = 275K). In addition, the ZnO measurements were performed at low temperatures (between 4.2 and 77.3K). Thus also regarded from this aspect, the Debye model can be expected to be sufficient for our analysis.
Conclusions
An answer to the question if a maximal acceleration a m exists in Nature is highly important for various aspects of modern physics. Fe Mössbauer experiments will be highly demanding but should also furtheron intensively be examined. We suggest to perform, in addition, synchrotron radiation experiments in combination with high-speed centrifuges at modern synchrotron facilities like PETRA III at DESY (Hamburg) which can cover the relatively high Mössbauer energy of the 93.31 keV in 67 Zn. Unfortunately, the resonance in 67 Zn requires to perform experiments at cryogenic temperatures because of the small recoilfree fraction. In addition, as pointed out in Ref. [29] , to avoid excessive line broadening great care has to be taken to collimate the beam, thus severely limiting the available count rate. However, to observe a shift of 2 · Γ 0 ∼ 0.3µm/s (caused by the linear term a/a m with a m = 1·10 19 m/s 2 ) would require rotational frequencies Ω/(2π) of only ∼50s −1 with a radius of the rotor of 0.1m. For Ω/(2π) = 600s −1 (as reached in Ref. [15] ) one could obtain a lower limit of a m > ∼ 1.5 · 10 21 m/s 2 . Thus, for a rotor experiment to become significantly better in sensitivity than the method of using the high accelerations of lattice dynamics described in the present paper will be difficult.
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